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The characteristics of the electric field distribution due to space-charge currents in dielec-
tric materials with both linear and nonlinear polarization are discussed, and analytic and nu-
merical solutions for zero current are presented. In considering Poisson's equation for a
material with a position-dependent polarization, we find it convenient to define a dielectric
parameter in terms of the internal-electric-field derivative of the polarization rather than
their quotient. In the static situation the largest electric fields exist near the surfaces for all
dielectrics. Introducing the nonlinear dielectric parameter into the one-carrier model includ-
ing diffusion exaggerates the effect. We expect that the strongest indications for such behavior
occur in ferroelectrics since their dielectric properties are the most field sensitive. The
diffusionless two-carrier recombination-center model is briefly considered. We discuss an
example from the literature in terms of our "amplified-apace-charge region" model and com-
ment upon implications for device usage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since 1955' numerous investigators using many
different techniques have found that a surface layer
exists in ferroelectric BaTiO~ crystals. These ex-
periments are discussed in recent reviews and
monographs. ' The observed effects and experi-
ments are not directly interrelated, and several
different models have been introduced to explain
the experimental results of different investigators.
The majority of these models for the surface layers
fall into two classes. Many of these experiments
discussed in the reviews have led to models which
contain high field gradients near the surface. ~ "
Other recent experiments not referenced in the re-
viewsl ~ are consistent with this view (first pro-
posed by KKnztg') that surface anomalies are due
to the existence of a surface layer of high electric
field (10~ V/cm) of thickness 10 4-10 s cm. The
experiments include the anomalous radihtion sen-
sitivity of BaT10, reported by Lefkowitz and co-
workers, '~ '4 and Van Lint and Wyatt, "and the
electron-mirror microscopy experiments by
English' '" which give a direct view of the surface-
potential distribution.

Other experiments are explainable in terms of
models which have a layer of lou-dielectric-con-
stant material at the surface. " ' Merzs has
pointed out that the dielectric constant in ferroelec-
trics is highly nonlinear and field dependent; thus,
it would be possible for the dielectric constant to
vary within the material.

We wish to show that these two classes of models

are consistent with one another. The polarization
curves in a perovskite ferroelectric indicate that
large applied potential differences cause a decrease
in the dielectric constant; furthermore, Poisson's
equation implies that a dielectric constant which is
field dependent can have a profound effect on the
magnitude of the internal electric field.

It is well known that applying a potential differ-
ence to a dielectric can lead to the formation of
space-charge regions and very large electric fields
near the surface of an insulating crystal. ~-~' These
fields are a very sensitive function of the space-
charge density and distribution. For nonlinear
dielectrics quite anomalous surface effects can be
expected which are actually not due to anomalous
properties of the surface per se, but can be at-
tributed to the space-charge fields and the behavior
of the bulk dielectric constant in regions of high
electric field. Particularly dramatic effects are
expected in strongly nonlinear dielectrics such as
ferroelectrics, where the space-charge field at the
surface can be strong enough to "saturate" the
dielectric near the surface. Under these circum-
stances, the dielectric constant E at the surface
may vary from extremely large values in regions
of small internal electric field to values (~5-10)
reduced by several orders of magnitude in larger
internal-field regions. At the same time, the de-
crease of the dielectric constant causes this elec-
tric field to further increase to very high values.
It should be noted that for some materials such as
BaTiO37 large changes in polarization are con-
comitant with structural phase changes so that the
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layered electric field structures we describe may
1 layers of different crystalline phase.

In the following we discuss the inter epterde endence
f the dielectric constant and the elect 'ctric field inof e ie e

hich the electric fieldthose insulating materials in whic e
is strongly posi ion e't' dependent and the dielectric
constant is field dependent.

1000

II. THEORY OF MUTU AL INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE
TERNAL-ELECTRIC-DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND IN

FIELD DISTRIBUTION

P
100 &o

We now develop and describe the effect of the
variable dielectric constant on the problem of
space-charge fields in insulators. First we elu-
cidate the dependence of the electric polarization

le. Then we dis-P on the voltage across the samp e.
cuss Poisson's equation and the space-charge cur-
rent relations. e rt . W here consider the infinitesima-
current case in w ich' h there is exact balance between
diffusion and drift currents. In a forthcoming wor

t tion but forwe will discuss the finite-current si. a ion,
the present we reat t t the J=0 limit for both the one-
and two-carrier cases. The maximum intensity
of the field will be at the electrodes. The boundary
condit' at the electrodes depend on the two

l tor electron -affinity -metal w-ork fa-nction-"

Potential differences (impd). We especially wish
to show the influence that a variable K can have on
the trend of the field.

A Nature of Nonlinear Dielectric and Constitutive Relations

For most dielectrics, P increases in a linear
fashion un etil the sample nears saturation. The
dotted curve in Fig. 1 illustrates the usual e ec-
tr' behavior as exemplified by glass wwhere the
satura ion occurtu t' ccurs at such high fields that dielectric
b akdown may take place. Aisenberg repor s
that for high fields the nonferroelectric mater'al,

ide exhibit a low-aluminum oxide and tantalum oxi e, e i i
ering of the dielectric constant.

T pical ferroelectrics have a muc gch reater initial
slo e, a much smaller saturation field, and exhibit
h steresis characteristics which are discussed in
the above-cited review articles. We are concerned
with the application of a potential difference across
an unpolarized sample. If the magnitude of the
resulting field does not exceed the saturation field,

ible. Note that inthe polarization curve is reversi .e. o e a
1 we illustrate the nonlinear dielectric proper-

t' f material like BaTi03. For smal ie sies or a
this material displays a high dielectric cons n

( =1000), while for higher fields (E much above
the saturation field) it is much lower
Thus, the nonlinear insulator displays an initial
slope greater than for the case of glass; this is
main aine' t '

d to a field E where the polarization
1 off toenters a transition region and begins to level o o

its higher-field linear behavior which occurs for

500—

0 2000 4000 eooo

fields greater than E,. In this regioion we show the
slope to be approximately the same as glass.

The initial very strong response of the ferroelec-
tric to the applied field has been interpreted as
being due to opposite movement of the positive an
negative ions in the unit cell, and

'
n is an effect of

lattice polarization. Below, we shall discuss the
interplay of the nonlinear polarization and the in-
ternal electric field.

We are not treating a time-dependent case, and
th e emphasize that we describe a layered

la erstructure. That is, as a function of x, some ay
may e ig ybe hi hl polarized while a neighboring one
may be unpolarized, so that if one region sustains
a very high electric field, it may no longer be re-
versible, but that doesn't affect the field distribu-
tion we describe. What is essential is that a
"virgin" sample is initially assumed. Thus, we
consider herein the application of electrodes to
such a sample.

At the boundary between the polarizable insulator
and the metallic electrode the longitudinal com-
ponent of the electric displacement D can have a
discontinuity due to the buildup of a free-surface-

0
E Polts/cm3

FIG. 1. Polarization as a function o' no E for a ical
= 5) and a typica1 ferroelectric (BaTi03)dielectric glass = an a

slo e of thewhere X=1000. Note that for E2&E& E~ the slope o e
polarization fa1 s o a o1 t th t of glass. In most texts the low-

e ini-n of P S') shows an "S"shaped bend in the in-field region o s
This has been at-t' 1 rise from an unpolarized sample. s a

tributed to domain-wa11 motion. We assum psume a erfect
single crysta an en1 d h ce a linear P-vs-E curve in the 1ow-
field region.
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D= co Eight+ P,
where eo is the susceptibility of free space. Here
we assumed the metal-insulator contact is over a
large flat area thus leading to planar geometry and
a dependence of our field variables on only the
normal coordinate. By def i.nition

P= (& —eo)Erat= &o(K- 1)E„, ,

charge density in the dielectric. The D field is
related to P and E„„the internal electric field, by

(1) (5)

Here we have used the chain rule and the fact that
K is monotonically decreasing as the magnitude of
E increases. This, of course, emphasizes our as-
sumption that the polarization is reversible where
the field is not too high. Then we can write the

relationship

where & is the dielectric's susceptibility and K is
the dielectric constant; hence, c

Ef g dK dEf fig E)~q dK d lnK
K dx dx K dE&at d lnl Eint l

(6)
K= 1+ P/eo E„, .

As mentioned in the introduction to this section
the high initial value of K is due to the movement
of the ions in response to the electric field. Hence,
as the dielectric becomes saturated and the lattice
can no longer respond as strongly to increases in
the external field, K must fall sharply to a low
value.

Thus, increases in the applied voltage result in
increases in the electric field with no extensive
polarization changes.

B. Poisson's Equation for the Internal Electric Field

Having presented in Fig. 1 the constitutive rela-
tion between the polarization P and E„„wenow

discuss Poisson's equation for a non11, near dielec-
tric. We assume that the surface dimensions of
the insulating crystal are much larger than its
thickness. The surfaces are in close contact with
metal electrodes. At this point we mention our
convention that the anode is taken to be at x= 0 and
the cathode at x= I.. The resulting space charge
transferred from the cathode and anode into the
crystal gives rise to a field distribution which con-
tributes to E„,. The field and space-charge dis-
tributions have been discussed in detail by many
authors ' '; however, these authors have confined
their treatments to the constant-K case. For the
planar geometry we are considering

d d—D=e —(KE ) = p,dx (4)

where p is the net free-charge density.
We shall consider two models for the space

charge: (a) the one-carrier model with diffusion,
(b) the two-carrier model with recombination cen-
ters. Throughout we treat the carrier mobility p,

as a field-independent quantity. In the range of
fields with which we are dealing, this is a very good
approximation and the corrections derived by
Qacy ' and Lampert do not apply. Expanding the
derivative in Eq. (4), we write

We are particularly interested in the "extra" term
in Eq. (5) which arises from the variable dielectric
constant. From Eq. (6) this term has the property

sgn — '" = sgn

Also, d lnK/dlnlE„, I is negative Fo.r E, & IEf gl

&E&, the intermediate range, !E) gl and K are
almost inversely proportional; therefore, d lnK/
d ln I E&„l is slightly less than unity such that the
factor in Eq. (5),

d lnK
d lnl Et

Further, because of the monotonic constitutive re-
lationship, ii dE„,/dr=0, then dK/dr=0. This
occurs only when p is zero, From the above, the
first term in Eq. (5), —(E„,/EC)(dK/dh), can never
be of opposite sign to the second term p/Kc„ thus,
the first term acts as an enhancement to the effect
of p on the trend of Ef

Since the anode-insulator potential difference
(i.e. , the impd) is such that electrons face a po-
tential barrier in passing from x&0 to x&0, E&,&
is positive at x= 0; the electric field at x= L may
either be positive or negative. In the case of a
semi-infinite insulator or one which is electroded
on one face only, there is no oirtuaf cathode (vik)
and E„,does not change sign. For a thin insulator
with two electrodes, there may or may not be a
vik between x=0 and x=L. When the electrodes
are similar materials so that the impd at x= 0 and
x= L are not too different, we can have a vik within
the insulator. It is this latter case, the thin sample
one, which makes closest contact to Wright's treat-
ment ' of the Jc0 case where he shows the vik oc-
curring nearer the cathode. However, when J= 0,
the vik, if it exists, may occur anywhere between
0 and L. When the irnpd is smaller at the cathode
and larger at the anode, and J =0, the vik occurs
very close to the anode. For J=O the vik occurs
toward that electrode which has the smaller (elec-
tron) charge density (larger impd). For finite J'
the vik is never closer to the anode unless the
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charge density is substantially smalier there. We
discuss these cases below in Sec. IID. They have
already been discussed in certain special cases
by Skinner.

Now the trend of E„,with position is determined
from Eq. (5). The sign of p determines whether
Ef t will increase or decrease as a function of x.
The carrier density is fixed by the impd at the sur-
face. If p is negative (electrons are the one
carrier) and there is a vik, E falls from its posi-
tive value at the cathode through zero and then be-
comes negative deeper in the sample. From Eq.
(5) we see that in a region where E is greater than
E„both dK/dx and p are negative so that dE„,/dx
becomes larger in magnitude as we move away
from the vik toward either surface. Thus, the
larger values of the electric field are confined to
the surface region. Recall that the electrodes are
applied to an i.nitially unpolarized "virgin" sample
sothatwe aredescribing a layered electric struc-
ture. Let us now consider the form of the charge
density in the above-mentioned models (a) and (b).

1000
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C. Charge Density and Electric Field in One&arrier Model

For the one-carrier space-charge model with no
traps [model (a)] in the case of electrons,

p(x} = —en (x) & 0 .
Here e is the magnitude of electronic charge and n
is the carrier density. Using the Einstein relation,
p, kT = eD, where D is the diffusion coefficient, the
charge density is determined from the space-
charge-limited current equation (transport equa-
tion),

4
4

~ ~""I ~ .~ ~ 0 ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0i ~ 0r ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~0 ~ 0L0 [, ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

$000 1500 2000
f, ( I t / )

FIG. 2. Dielectric constant for a material like BaTi03,
K=1+P/~DE'«t, and the dielectric parameter E&=1+ (1/E'p)

~ (dP/dEfgt) are shown as functions of E. For the conve-
nience of the reader, the function P/e 0 obtained in
Fig. 1 is also shown.

700 2500

dK d(P/eo E„,) d(P/eo)
«t dE int dg d~ P ~

int int i nt

(13)
Then we can write Poisson's equation as

Thus,

n(x) =nou(x, 0)+ (J/ukT) J dx'u(x, x ), (10)
dEf $ p(x}
dx eo K, (x)

(14)

where

u(x, x') =exp[ —(e/kT) J dx" E„,(x")]

= exp {e[V(x) —V(x ))/kT)f; (11)

when J is quite small, it is clearly seen that n(x)
is given by a Boltzmann distribution and that
n(0) = no and n(L) are given by the impd at the anode
and cathode, respectively.

We may now integrate Eq. (6) to obtain E„,(x)
directly

K(0)E„,(0) 1E„,(x) =
(

)"' +
( )

p(x') dx' . (12)
0

Rather than utilize the dielectric constant E,
we have found it very helpful to discuss Poisson's
equation and the position dependence of n and E in
terms of a "dielectric parameter" K~. The quan-
tity in the denominator of Eq. (5) is [from Eq. (3)]

Notice that if K=const, then K~=K. However, P
vs E„,can be linear (implying K~ = const) while
K wconst. This occurs if the extrapolated linear
portion of the polarization curve does not go through
the origin. Then,

K= K~+ [Po/eo —(K~ —1)EO]E„,', (16)

where Po and Eo are the values at the beginning of
a linear region (K~ = const).

As already mentioned K~=K=1000 for E& E„
also, the slope of P vs E,E, E~, is about 5 for
E & E,. Thus, Eq. (2) and Fig. 1 lead to our chosen
constitutive relation, the polarization-vs-E, „,be-
havior shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Here P/eo rises
linearly from zero to the value 899. 1 at E, = 900,
quickly turns over to the value 899.5 at E= 901,
continues the turnover to the value 901.3 at
E&=1100, and continues to rise linearly with a much
reduced slope (=4) for E &E~. Note that the change
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in K is stretched out over a very large electric
field range. Using the values of P/22 and its slope
at E, and the high-field value of the slope, we fit
P/22 to a cube-root formula in terms of E T.hen

K and K(, follow from Eqs. (3) and (13), respec-
tively.

OnemustthendistinguishbetweenKandK(, . K [see
Eq. (3)] represents the total capacity of the material
compared to that of the vacuum. K(, [see Eq. (13)],
on the other hand, describes the ability of the ma-
terial to allow further differential increments of P
due to increments of E„„i. e. , the ability of the
material to store additional charge. This quantity
would be inversely related to the "spring constant"
of the molecules of the dielectric, i.e. , the
strength of the ion couplings as discussed before
Eq. (1) above. High values of K2 are associated
with a very loose coupling while K~=1 implies an
infinitely stiff one.

Examination of Eqs. (10)-(12) in the light of our
introduction of K~ leads to a qualitative understand-
ing of the behavior of n(x) and E„,(x). If p(x) is
negative (charge carriers are electrons only), it
is clear that E„,(x) tends toward negative values.
In the region 0& x& xn„ the electron density itself
falls more than it would if K~ were not a function
of E„,. This follows from the fact that dE„,/dx
is proportional to n/K/, while dn/dx is proportional
to nE. If I E„,I falls below 900 V/cm, K~ rises
sharply such that dE„,/dx falls in magnitude. This
means the value of E„,falls more slowly which in
turn keeps dn/dx high and drives n to lower values.
If there is a. vik, E„,changes sign and n(x) has a
minimum. Then for x& x,«as n begins to grow,
the second term on the right-hand side in Eq. (12)
dominates the first term. As E„,increases in
magnitude, K~ shows its field dependence by falling
off quickly; this in turn acts back on dE„,/dx to
cause a further growth in E„,. Thus, the direct
effect of K2(E) on E„, in this region is further en-
hanced by the indirect influence of K~ on the charge
density.

D. Solution of Combined One-Carrier Transport and
Poisson's Equations

In much of the dielectric, K~ takes on a constant
value. In that case substitute Eq. (14) into Eq.
(9), integrate, and obtain

(2(x) = E'(x-) +
2kT dE 2 Jx

+ Cpe dx Ep p,K~
(16)

where a subscript means the function evaluated at
the corresponding value of x.

The mathematical treatment of the zero-current
case is the limiting behavior for small current and

thin sample. Under noninjection conditions we
discuss two cases: (i) c.

((
& 0 which behavior joins

smoothly to what we call the asymptotic boundary
condition, n„= 0, which from Eqs. (14) and (16) im-
plies that c(2=E„; (ii) ne&0 describes the "limited-
region behavior" which occurs when the relative
initial field derivative or charge density is high.
For J= 0 we easily solve Eq. (16) by separation of
variables:

E(x) o(1/2 +
= ln(P1/2 e2/2 P

1/2 e-2/2)
Pe~- 1 e dx

where

~th( —' l'+ —'1 P), 0
cot(-,' g+ y), a((& 0 (17)

2iy np( Q

cos+ = E()
2Pg dE

8 dx p

( ) /, 2kT dE
8 dx p

We match the applied potential with these solutions:

2Ir0~Vi=
~

Ex dx= — xs
e

p

Bin(-, ( y))ln
siny

sinh(-,' f2+ —,
' lnP)

sinh(-,' lnP)

Op( Q

(16)

(19)

In the special case op=0, these expressions re-
duce to

E(x) = E(((1+eE((x/2kT) ',
I/'z, = (- 2kT/e) ln(1+ eE2L/2kT) .

For case (i) we see that both n and E are positive

monotonic decreasing functions of x. The electric
field being positive, it points along the positive x
axis so that there is a vik outside the material near
the cathode.

For case (ii) we see that E is monotonic decreas-
ing and n is always positive, but E can go negative.
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FIG. 3. K and K& as functions of E&~&

in the transition regions Ei &E(E2 and

in the high-field limit E»E2. Note that
even for E= 25 000 V/cm, K has not yet
reached its limiting value of 5.

x=x„,= (-.'x- y)2kr/e~ tr, i'", n, O.

This gives the position of the vik. Note that as

(2o)

When E= 0, dn/dx= 0 and n changes from a decreas-
ing function to an increasing one. From Eq. (17),
E=0 when

I&OI -0, x„„-~,so that in effect the vtk is dis-
placed outside the material as in case (i). Of

course, y and 00 are limited by physical restric-
tions such as keeping E finite. We show in Figs.
4 and 5 E(x) for o'0(0 and ao& 0, respectively.
The analytical solutions are the same as we find by
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FIG. 4. E as a function
of x for the constant-K case
with 0, p &0. There is no
vik and E falls to a constant
limiting value.
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10

10

1
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+10

1-10

FIG. 5. E as a function of x in the con-
stant-K case for K= 5 and 1000. This is
for o.p&0 and the vik is at the center.
The results are the same for either an
analytical or a numerical solution.

2-10

4-10
50

X (MICRO MS )

100

using the numerical routines which we employ
when K~ may be a variable.

The numerical solutions of the system of bvo
equations [(9) and (14)j for the electric field, elec-
tric density, and voltage were obtained by a stan-
dard fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique. The pro-
grams were executed on a CDC-6500 computer,
the speed of which allowed for a very fine grid of
points (20 A per point) which is necessary since
the calcul. ated functions are very sensitive to posi-
tion near the surface. We present the results of
these calcul. ations in Fig. 4 through Fig. 11. For
the purposes of this J= 0 calculation, T was taken
at 300 'K, while p was set for BaT10, at 0. 1 cm /
V sec. ~'

Figure 5 shows E(x) for K~ = 1000 and 5. n(0) is

the same for both cases, and to have a vik at the
center, it is required to have a larger electric field
at the surface. Of course, if E2(0) is so large
with respect to (2kT/e)[dE(0)/dxj, which in turn is
determined by n(0), that no &0, then there willbe no
vik as was shown in Fig. 4 and discussed above.
Figures 6 and 7 show the n(x) and V(x) (charge den-
sity and voltage) in the cases described in Fig. 5.

In Figs. 8 and 9 we consider the near-surface
region for a material with K~ small. E(0) and n(0)
are same as for Fig. 5. In this case, K~ is small
only in the region I El & I E, l. As soon as E falls
below 900 V/cm, dE/dx becomes reduced by a fac-
tor of 200 since in the very narrow region where
K~ varies n(x) is essentially constant. Thus, for
a variable K~, in the region where E~ has its high
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values, we have a situation where E remains con-
stant and then s(x) falls toward zero, such that
there is no vik. However, we do not believe that
the above behavior is appropriate here, i.e. , that
the vik disappears for the variable K~ case. What
we should do is compare the large E~ case with the
variable K~ case. Let us assume a vik exists in the
bulk of the material (see Fig. 5). The field rises
in value toward 900 V/cm as we approach the sur-
face from within. Then E will rise above the value
it would have if K~ kept its large value (see Fig.
10). Also, we see from Fig. 11 that s rises to ~70
times its K, = const=1000 value. Thus, we are led
to the result that the electron density near the sur-
face is much larger for the small K~ case. This
seems reasonable to us when we consider that the

electron-affinity potential should depend on the
image field seen by electrons approaching the
boundary from the metal. The image field in turn de-
pends on the inverse of the dielectric parameter.

Note that when one is dealing with linear-response
theory, K~' is found to be the inverse dielectric
constant. This can be understood from the fact
that the space charge in the surface region of the
insulator sets up a field which is shielded by the
polarization charge. When this field becomes large
enough to change E~, the shielding of the attractive
mirror charge drops and further charge becomes
attracted into the surface region from the electrode.

Let the reader notice that the figures showing the
vik in the center of the sample can be used to ex-
hibit the case when the vik is (far) off-center. This
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FIG. 6. n(x) for the constant values of
K, 5 and 1000.
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is done by cutting off the curve on either side, thus
destroying the center of symmetry. Note from
Figs. 5 and 6 that n and I E I at the surface nearer
to the vik have much smaller values than at the
other surface.

E. Two-Carrier Model of Electric Field and Charge Density

We next briefly consider the two-carrier formula-
tion [model (b)]. Since BaTiO, has extremely low
carrier mobility (associated with its high resis-
tivity), we may consider J= 0 as a reasonable first
approximation to the low currents normaIly ob-
served. In this J= 0 limit, the electrons and holes
decouple, and we can deal with the problem taking
into account carrier diffusion as well as carrier
drift. An appropriate charge density p(x) may be
given by

p/e = p —n+ Pe —Pe (21)

where n is the electron density, P the hole density,
P„ the density of holes in recombination centers,
or, equivalently, the density of electron traps, and
P„ the equilibrium value of P& when dealing with0
an isolated insulator, i.e. , one without electrodes
and which is not in the presence of an applied field.
The space-charge equation appropriate to two-car-
rier flow in the zero-current limit is

J kT dn kT dPnE+ —+ p, —PE — — . (22)e dx 8 dx

The first term on the right-hand side gives the drift
and diffusion contribution of the electrons, while
the second term on the right-hand side gives these
contributions for the holes. The respective carrier
mobilities are p,„and p~. It should be noted that
the Einstein relations for the diffusion coefficient
have been employed; i. e. , uPT= eD„and p~kT
= eD~. In our special case of J = 0 (which is always
accompanied by J„=J~ = 0), we can write down the
solutions

n(x) = n(0)u(x, 0),
p(x}= p(0)n(0)/n(x),

(vo„) n
Pp ——N~ 1+

(23)

(24)

(25)

where u(x, 0) and n(0) [and p(0) by analogy] are given
above in Sec. IIC on the one-carrier model, and
where N~ is the total trap density, v the drift veloc-
ity, o„ the cross section for electron capture, and

o~ the cross section for hole capture. We assume
(vo„) and (vo~) are independent of the electric
field.

Let us now examine Poisson's equation in the case
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FIG. 8. E(x) in the surface region. Note that in the
variable-E& case, when E falls below 900 V/cm, E be-
comes a constant. In effect, the vik is removed.

and a large field in the interior as well as at the

surfaces. We wiH discuss this more quantitatively
in a forthcoming paper.

Our analysis is in broad agreement with reported
measurements '; however, a, more detailed theo-
retical, as well as experimental, study is necessary
before a, quantitative evaluation can be made. There
are investigations presently underway.

III. DISCUSSION OF OUR MODEL AND ITS APPLICATION
TO ANOMALOUS RADIATION SENSITIVITY OF BaTi03

We have shown that in a thin ferroelectric sample
the electric field, the charge-density distribution,
and the impd have a very sensitive interrelationship
to each other. This follows from the high polar-
izability at lower fields, but low polarizability at
higher fields. This reflects itself in the sharp
change in the dielectric parameter which in turn
has a strong effect on the impd and, subsequently,
the charge density at the surface. Now at the di-
electric-electrode interface the charge density and

electric field can range from very small to very
large values. In a ferroelectric these equilibrium
configurations are very delicate and are subject to
upset from perturbations such as electromagnetic
or acoustic radiation.

In the light of the results of our theoretical con-
siderations let us consider the case of the radiation

that the charge density is given by Eq. (21). This
will yield some idea of the electric field structure.
We assume p(x= 0) & 0. Thus, the field at the
surface x=0 is rather similar to that of the one-
carrier case; that is, the field is positive at x= 0,
and falls to zero at x= x,«and increases negatively
as x-L, . The charge density which is negative at
x= 0 cannot go to zero to the left of x„„;otherwise,
it would imply that E„,has a turnover and no virtual
cathode could exist. If there is a vik within the in-
sulator, then to the right of x~„, n increases while

P and P„decrease. This may be seen by examining
Eq. (11) and Eqs. (23)-(25). Therefore, in this
region p grows more negative [so long as p(x„i) & 0]
and cannot reach zero. We are forced to assume
then that p can equal zero only at x= x„„, and we
conclude that the fields are qualitatively similar to
the one-carrier case. Again the sharpest variations
of E„,are in the near-surface region where the
variable K enhances the fall of E„,. The introduc-
tion of two carriers tends to diminish the magnitude
of the net charge density in the interior (nonsur-
face) regions and serves to make the variation of
E„,with x more mild there.

We may mention that the high-current formalism
employed by Waxman and Lamperts results in a
self-consistent change in the sign of the charge den-
sity. This leads to a turnover of the negative field
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FIG. 9. n(x) in the near-surface region with the same
boundary conditions as in Fig. 8. When E(x) falls below
900 V/cm, nb) begins to fall precipitiously toward zero.
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sensitivity of BaTiQ3. ' In this experiment Lef-
kowitz found that an emf was instantaneously gen-
erated when the sample was impinged upon by ioniz-
ing radiation which could only penetrate a very
shallow region of the crystal.

This exhibited itself by a voltage pulse of one
polarity immediately followed by one of equal mag-
nitude and opposite polarity. Furthermore, the
piezoelectric response of the irradiated region of
the sample was destoryed. As the sample was
repeatedly bombarded with radiation, the piezoelec-
tric response to ambient noise gradually returned.
These anomalous effects must be attributed to
modifications of the field and charge distribution
at the surface by the ionizing radiation.

Lefkowitz originally discussed these phenomena
by assuming that the surface layers act like charged
capacitors with capacities different from that of
the bulk, and that these surface capacitors are
shorted out by the electron-hole pairs produced
in the surface region by the incident radiation. We
would like to discuss his ideas in terms of our
model constructed in Sec. G. The capacitance
of a ferroelectric material is proportional to the
dielectric constant; when the fields near the sur-
face are very high, the polarizability falls as does
the capacity to store more charge in the surface
layer. In Sec. II we described an equilibrium situa-

tion in which the charge distribution has been
allowed to reach a steady state and is smoothly be-
haved as a function of x and E„,. If, however,
some disturbance (such as electromagnetic radia-
tion impinging on the surface and creating numerous
electron-hole pa, irs") introduces a nonequilibrium
into the charge distribution, then the electric field
will cause a redistribution of the extraneous charge.
It was shown in Sec. IID that adding negative charge
makes the field fall off more quickly as a function
of x. The created holes congregate at the vik if
there is one within the sample; otherwise, they
drift toward the cathode. The probe electrode will
in general have a different impd than the electrode
on the inactive surface. A smaller impd at the
active surface gives rise to larger electric fields
and electron densities than on the other surface,
and vice versa.

In Lefkowitz's experiment'~ we assume that the
incident x rays produced electron-hole pairs very
close to the surface. We have illustrated the drift
of the electron and hole components in the cases
where there is a vik within the sample (Fig. 12)
and for no vik (Fig. 13). If E decreases in mag-
nitude from the active surface toward the interior,
electron ejection occurs, On the other hand, if
E increases in magnitude from the active surface
toward the interior of the sample, the holes migrate
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toward the surface, thus attracting electrons from
the probe; i. e. , electrons are injected. For the
rare situation where the vik is very near the sur-
face, there is equal probability for electron-hole
pairs to be produced closer to or further from the
surface than the vik, thereby resulting in electron
ejection or injection, respectively.

Recall that for the low K~ and high E in the near-
surface region most of the energy is stored in the
field. If the radiation has impinged on a high-f ield
region, the electric field will accelerate the elec-
tron component toward this surface. This takes
energy from the field structure; thus, its magnitude
must decrease. Hence, it cannot sustain the large
associated equilibrium electron charge density.
The electrons are expelled into the probe. This
produces the large observed emf pulse. Because
the impd was unaffected by the radiation, there-
after electrons rush back into the dielectric giving
rise to the pulse of opposite polarity. This we de-
scribe as ejection followed by injection.

It was further observed in this experiment that

the leading pulses recorded by the small probe at
one part of the surface were often of opposite
polarity to leading pulses measured at another
near-surface location. This may be explained as
follows. If the radiation falls upon a low-field re-
gion, the holes will collect at this surface (see
Fig. 13}. These will attract electrons into the

sample from the probe, giving rise to an initial emf
pulse opposite in polarity to the electron-ejection
case. The electrode now lacks some of its equilib-
rium electrons. Some of the metals' surface-
electric-field energy has been used to accelerate
the electrons into the insulator. Subsequently, ad-
ditional electrons are injected from the metal be-
cause the diminished magnitude of the electric field
on the electrode surface cannot support the former
equilibrium electron density. Nonequilibrium oc-
curs in the dielectric, and again the impd condition
at this surface causes electrons subsequently to
be ejected from the sample to replace electrons
in the electrode. This condition is injection fol-
lowed by ejection and is of opposite polarity to the
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Vik

FIG. 12. When there is a vik within the sample, the
holes flow toward the interior and the electrons flow to-
ward the interface where they are accelerated by the high
electric fields and are subsequently e)ected into the elec-
trode probe.

case described above.
After the sample has initially reacted to the x-ray

radiation wi, th an emf pulse pair, it is still in
nonequilibrium. Therefore, the piezoelectric ef-
fect which depends on the electromechanical re-
sponse of the ferroelectric in a given equilibrium
situation would be destroyed. Lefkomitz did find,
however, that if the sample is repeatedly bombarded
at the rate of 50 x-ray bursts per sec, the piezo-
electric response to the ambient sound gradually
returns. We assume that the sample came to a
new equilibrium under this regular irradiationpattern.

Note that the emf pluses were only observed when
the electrode was quite small ( =0. 2 mm~) and
made an intimate bond to the surface of the sample.
This too may be explained within our model. Since
the probe pressed very tightly against the ferroelec-
tric, the resulting strains in the BaTiO, affected
its piezoelectric characteristics in such a way that
the impd of the intimately bonded electrode-insulator
pair was modified. Equally important are the sur-
face impurities which affect the electron affinity.
Therefore, the ferroelectric had in one region of
the surface a higher impd than the electrode of the
same material at the far side of the sample, while
in an adjacent area the sample had a lower impd.
If, however, the electrode probe area was too
large, then the random nature of the distribution
of relatively high- and low-impd regions (on the
surface near the probe with respect to the opposite
side of the sample) was such that both types would
be included in a single measurement, and no net
pulse could be observed.

Two other observations made in this experiment
also may be mentioned briefly. It was noted that
the voltage pulses were observed above the Curie
point and showed no systematic thickness depen-
dence. These observations, too, are consistent
with the ferroelectric-surface-layer formulation.

That the pulses are observed above the Curie point
indicates the existence of a tetragonal strain in the
near-surface region at elevated temperatures. This
is in agreement with Chynoweth'sv results for the
pyroelectric effect, as mell as with English's'6'7
electron-mirror micrographs of the ferroelectric
surface. The lack of thickness dependence in the
voltage pulses shows that the effect is essentially
limited to the surface regions.

It is of interest to note that there have been sev-
eral unsuccessful attempts to measure these sur-
face layers in which ionizing radiation was used.
M. E. Drougard at IBM in an extremely careful and

elegant x-ray measurement could find no evidence
of a surface Layer in a single crystal of BaTiO3.
Kay and Lefkowitz, using x rays, sought evidence for
these layers in single crystals of BaTiO3 near the
Curie point, but could find no evidence for them. '
Electron transmission photographs of thin single
crystals of BaTiO& also failed to produce evidence
for the layer. 3' On the basis of our above discus-
sion it is to be expected that such experiments
would not be successful in yielding evidence for a
surface region. Indeed the probing x rays them-
selves break down the surface region and strongly
modify the space-charge distribution. In contrast
observations by optical methods should always be
possible. Since the low K implies a shift of the
soft mode to higher frequencies, evidence for this
shift should be found in IR data. Such evidence was
found and is discussed by Lefkowitz.

It is also useful to consider the implications of
these surface fields once produced since they could
be a source of serious difficulties in the use of
dielectrics (i.e. , for measurements of the Fermi
surface by contact-potential methods or in applica-
tion as capacitor materials). Under normal cir-
cumstances capacitors are inert devices with rela-
tive impd's distributed randomly over the surface.
However, there is a small statistical probability

hv. S'6

hv
B~

FIG. 13. When there is no vik in the sample, the holes
pile up near the surface where the field strength is maxi-
mum. If the radiation impinges on that face of the sample,
electrons will be attracted from the probe.
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that this surface randomness does not occur; then

a capacitor or a ferroelectric transducer could act
as a random energy source. The occurrence of a
large area over which the relative impd is uniform
would be less likely in a ceramic than in an idealized
single crystal. Even so such anomalous energy
discharges have occurred, and if these particular
dielectrics had been components in complex equip-
ment systems, then the reliability of those systems
would have been reduced, '

IU. SUMMARY

Many experiments have shown that a layer of
low-dielectric-constant material can exist under
certain conditions at the surface of ferroelectrics.
This near-surface region is due to the high fields
caused by the space charge within it. We have
shown that such behavior at the surface can be ex-
plained by the mutual interplay of the nonlinear bulk
dielectric constant and the large space-charge fields
close to the surface. No special properties need
be invoked to explain such behavior.
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